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ADDENDUM TO RENTAL CONTRACT
This relates to 4x4 vehicle rollovers, single vehicle accidents and damages due to water
Addendum to rental contract / agreement number : _______________
I _______________________________, the lessee / hirer have been warned by the Lessor, Bushlore cc regards the risk
of driving a 4x4 vehicle and the additional risk of a rollover due to the higher centre of gravity associated with this type
of vehicle. Additional caution, awareness of road conditions and lower travel speeds should be practiced in order to
avoid this type of accident. Gravel roads increase the chance of rollover and one should stay well below the speed limit.
The following damages are not covered by insurance:
1. Water damages – do not drive vehicles through deep water without watching another vehicle or walking
through the crossing to ascertain water depth. The high risk area is the Okavango Delta area, Botswana
especially most tracks in the Moremi game reserve including the 3rd bridge, Northgate and the Kwhai river area .
Maximum wading depth on the vehicle is 700 mm and any damages caused by exceeding the wading depth is
not covered by insurance. Stick to the main tracks and be aware that walking through the water crossings can be
dangerous so consult local knowledge or avoid these crossings where possible. The lessee assumes all risk
involved with assessing and taking the vehicle through water.
2. Damages through gross negligence. Examples would be cigarette burns on seats, excessive speed, dune –driving
or driving where no recognized track exists and driving under the influence of alcohol or other illegal substances.
The following damages are applicable to additional excess or loss of the CDW2 deposit (where selected):
1. Single vehicle rollover – standard insurance excess applies to all insurance covers. Toyota Hilux R20000.00, Land
rover defender R30000.00, Toyota land cruiser R20000.00.
2. Collisions with animals while driving at night. Please be especially careful in Botswana, Zimbabwe and Namibia. A
double insurance excess applies to these incidents. If you need to drive at night you must reduce your speed to 80
kph or less and this will allow adequate braking time. The roads are full of animals in some areas and attempting to
drive at the speed limit will almost certainly result in an accident.
3. Where CDW 2 is selected and vehicles are damaged in a single vehicle accident (no other party was involved)
and/or no case number received the deposit of R2000.00 will be lost if the damages value exceed the total CDW2
waiver fee paid .
Satellite tracking is fitted to all vehicles and may be used by insurance in assessing the validity of a claim.
Signature of lessee / hirer : _________________________
Signature of Lessor / Bushlore : _________________________
Date : ______________________

